INTRODUCTION

The term the ‘yips’ is a colloquialism that refers to the debilitating movement disorder characterised by the production of perceived involuntary movements (often described anecdotally as ‘jerks’, ‘tremors’, ‘spasms’ and ‘twitches’) that occur during the course of executing a motor behaviour requiring fine control. This affliction reportedly affects between 12% and 28% of golfers [1], of which most are experienced single-figure handicap amateurs or professionals, and costs, on average, 4.7 strokes per 18 holes [2]. Although it is still unclear what exactly causes the yips, most academics and practitioners believe that psychological (e.g., anxiety) and/or neurophysiological (e.g., focal dystonia) factors are largely responsible for this behavioural phenomenon [3].

Previous reviews of the yips [3, 4] have highlighted the general paucity of studies that have considered the underlying biomechanical mechanisms and processes that physically cause this debilitating affliction. The study of Marquardt attempted to redress this balance, but was only partially successful in achieving this aim. In this commentary, I highlight some of the main issues arising from the target article, how they impact on the study and what lessons can be learned and applied to future research in this area.

PROCESS- VERSUS PRODUCT-ORIENTED APPROACHES TO THE YIPS

The apparently novel feature of the study of Marquardt was that kinematic analyses were used for the first time to describe putter motions of golfers who were apparently affected by the yips (however, see [5]). Although the SAM PuttLab system is a very impressive measurement tool that is capable of producing a plethora of useful variables related to the 3-D motion of the putter, it is debatable how informative these variables are in the context of the current study. Rather unsurprisingly, the main findings of this study were that golfers who supposedly had the yips tended to exhibit greater error and variability in their putting strokes for a number of key variables.
compared to those golfers who do not have the yips and that this error and variability apparently increased with the severity of the yips. While this data may be of interest to a point, the emphasis on describing outcomes generally fails to inform us about the underlying mechanisms and processes that cause the outcomes. It is clear that for substantive progress to be made in this area, product-oriented research designs need to be superseded by process-oriented research designs [6, 7]. Future experimentation needs to focus on explaining the 3-D motion of the putter in relation to changes in joint couplings, grip forces and muscle activation parameters of upper body limb motions. Only then will the physical mechanisms causing the yips be revealed and inferences about the underlying neurophysiological processes be made.

USE OF BIOMECHANICAL ANALYSES IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF THE YIPS

Although measuring the kinematics of putter motions for specific golfers might be useful in the diagnosis of the yips, relying solely on these measures, as Marquardt did, is potentially dangerous and could further adversely affect putting performance. Just because the golfers studied by Marquardt exhibited yip-like symptoms, it does not necessarily mean they had the yips, especially considering the following evidence:

(i) The literature suggests that the yips tends to manifest during very short putts - typically in the 2-6 ft range [2, 8] that golfers expect to hole. However, in the study of Marquardt, all putts were struck from a distance of approximately 13 ft.

(ii) The general consensus among academics and practitioners is that the yips tend to manifest under pressurised situations when the golfer is likely to be feeling anxious [3, 4]. As the golfers in the study of Marquardt were only requested to strike a series of putts on a practice green under what appeared to be a low pressure situation, anxiety was unlikely to be a major factor during performance. The absence of any substantial anxiety appears to suggest that the movement artefacts displayed by the golfers were unlikely to be the yips. This point also appears to contradict Marquardt’s suggestion that the yips is not a neurophysiological disorder, therefore, by implication, it must be a psychological disorder.

(iii) The majority of golfers who suffer from the yips tend to be professionals or low handicap players [3, 4], not higher handicap players like those who participated in the study of Marquardt (average handicap 16.6 strokes). Marquardt also claimed to have witnessed in other data collection sessions many novices who exhibited severe yips.

(iv) Perhaps most tellingly, Marquardt remarked at various junctures during the target article that a number of golfers with mild and severe yips were not aware that they had a problem. Considering the abundance of anecdotal reports describing the yips as ‘jerks’, ‘tremors’, ‘spasms’ and ‘twitches’ [e.g., 1], it would be remarkable and surprising if golfers could not distinguish between what was simply poor technique and the yips. With this and the other points raised above in mind, it seems highly likely that golfers in the study of Marquardt were suffering from the former rather than the latter.
Clearly, to be able to diagnose whether a golfer has the yips with any degree of certainty, it is important that a battery of psychometric, biomechanical and neurophysiological tests are used. Suggesting that a golfer has the yips when there is no conclusive evidence is only likely to cause further anxiety leading to further deterioration of putting performance.

**CONSTRAINTS ON MOVEMENT COORDINATION AND CONTROL IN PUTTING**

Marquardt used information processing theoretical concepts (e.g., open loop control, motor programs, feedback, etc.) derived from cognitive psychology to explain movement control during putting and provided a rather unconvincing explanation of the yips claiming that “the original movement program is still active but is superimposed by a second and conflicting movement program” (p. 73). Furthermore, Marquardt had difficulty explaining the task-specific nature of the yips and how a slight change in the specific requirements of the task can have a large impact on movement dynamics.

A potentially more useful explanatory framework is offered by dynamical systems theory. Here, patterns of coordination and control are an emergent property of self-organising dynamics and the confluence of constraints impinging on the golfer [9]. It is well-established that small quantitative changes in, for example, task constraints can lead to large and significant changes in coordination and control [10], which could explain why the yips seem to disappear when the golf ball is occluded or fixed to the ground or if the hole is removed or replaced with a symbolic target like a tee.

The adoption of a dynamical systems theoretical framework could also be useful in helping to explain some of the physical phenomena related to the yips. For example, Adler et al. [11] reported ‘abnormal’ co-contractions in the wrist flexor-extensor muscles of yips affected golfers compared to normal controls. This finding was interpreted by the authors as being evidence of focal dystonia, but this need not be the case. Bernstein [12] famously referred to the process of “freezing” degrees of freedom during skill acquisition where joints are “rigidly, spastically fixed” (p. 108) through muscle co-contraction during the initial stages of learning so that they allow no or very little movement and, therefore, limbs become more controllable. As the learner progresses, there is a gradual release of the ban on the degrees of freedom enabling the performer to exploit passive motion-dependent forces and produce flexible and adaptive movement solutions. The recruitment or suppression of mechanical degrees of freedom is not uni-directional, but is dependent on the confluence of constraints on action [13]. Thus, the existence of muscle co-contraction might simply be a result of the intentional constraints of the golfer attempting to consciously control the putting action rather than some underlying pathology, especially considering that a greater internal focus of attention is typical in stressful situations [14, 15].

**CONCLUSION**

The study of Marquardt unfortunately failed to make a substantive contribution to the literature and our understanding of the yips. Future research needs to adopt a process-rather product-oriented approach, use a range of different analysis techniques to more
conclusively diagnose the yips and also adopt a theoretical framework that could help explain the underlying causative mechanisms and processes.
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